The strength of Local 362 comes from the members being involved. If you have questions or concerns regarding your workplace, please speak with one of the many Union Representatives.

Stay safe, Stay strong!

**SODEXO MAGIC**

Juan Bauza, *DAK Pride Rock*
Ana Sanabria, *DAK Pride Rock*
Angel Ortiz, *EPCOT Discovery Diner*
Omayra Gonzalez, *EPCOT Discovery Diner*
Gabby Ocasio, *Epcot Discovery Diner*
Yoshi Ortega, **TTC**
Luisa Batista, *MK West Side Grab & Go*
Marta Sanjuro, *MK Mouse*
Ivette Cruz, *MK Mouse*
Evelyn Covington, *MK Mouse*
Anthony Harmon, *Chat & Chew*
Adrian Stewart, *DHS Take 5*

**Organizing Team**

Mike Cocco, Lead Organizer  
(352)-255-1317  
mccocco@unitehere.org

Mike Thom, Lead Organizer  
(407)-452-8370  
mthom@unitehere.org
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